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Dear Schools, Parents, Carers and Children,  

Welcome to week 12 of the thematic home-learning support packs. As schools are now 
expected to be fully open in September, this is our final home-learning pack for the 
foreseeable future. However, we shall be sending out some ideas for summer holiday 
activities, should you wish to use them, to help parents keep children occupied. 

Week 12 is all about transition and is called Moving on Up! We would like to say a big thank 
you to Whittlefield Primary in Burnley for sharing their transition ideas and resources with 
us as these have been a big inspiration for this pack.  

We have a couple of extra elements in this week's pack – EYFS/Y1 and Y2-3. The UKS2 
pack is predominantly aimed at Y5-6 as there has already been quite a lot of guidance posted 
on preparing children for the move from Y6-7. 

 As usual, the 'Theme Ideas' sheet has an overview of all the learning for the week and 
then extra resources are included in the packs 

 The learning activities are planned around EYFS/Y1; Y2; Lower KS2 (Y3&4); Upper 
KS2 (Y5) – pick the activities which are appropriate for your child's/children's 
level of learning 

 As the activities are around a theme, there may be activities (eg. art and design, 
music, some science etc) which children of different ages in the family can do 
together 

 We know that sometimes it is difficult to get online for learning. Most of the 
activities in these packs can be done without access to online learning.  

 The sheet is designed to be flexible in order to support parents/carers with 
managing the home-learning experience as positively as possible 

 If following links online, parents/carers should monitor that children are sticking 
to that page only and are keeping safe online (eg. some of the texts are You 
Tube links). We have tried to avoid links with adverts, but this is not always possible 
– another reason why adult supervision is necessary 

 

 

 

 

 



Schools please note: 

 These are intended to be learning support packs only, so schools are expected to 
use and adapt appropriately for the needs of their children 
 

 
Yours faithfully,  
 
Steph Johnson 
Ian Richardson 
Adele Thomson 
Mandy Pedder 
Jen Little 
 
Lancashire Teaching and Learning Consultants 
 
mitsupport@lancashire.gov.uk 
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